A network side determines transmission parameters of a Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH) according to a relevant transmission mode of a DM-RS and/or relevant information of a scheduled UE.

The network side transmits data according to the determined transmission parameters of the PDSCH.
ports to improve transmission reliability, eliminate interference, increase MU-MIMO multiplexing capacity and improve frequency selective gain.
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PHYSICAL DOWNLINK SHARED CHANNEL
TRANSMISSION METHOD AND SYSTEM

TECHNICAL FIELD

The disclosure relates to the field of wireless communications, and in particular to a Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH) transmission method and system.

BACKGROUND

In wireless communication techniques, when a base station side (for example an Evolved Node B eNB) transmits data through multiple antennas, data transmission rate can be improved through spatial multiplexing, i.e., transmitting different data at different antenna locations using same time-frequency resources on the transmission end, and a reception end (for example a User Equipment UE) also use multiple antennas to receive the data. In the case of a single user, resources of all antennas are assigned to a same user, the user occupies exclusively, during a transmission interval, physical resources assigned by the base station side, this transmission mode is referred to as Single User Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (SU-MIMO); in the case of multiple users, spatial resources of different antennas are assigned to different users, one user and at least one other user share, during a transmission interval, physical resources assigned by the base station side, and the way of sharing can be SDMA or space division multiplexing, this transmission mode is referred to as Multiple User Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MU-MIMO), wherein the physical resources assigned by the base station side refer to time-frequency resources.

Standards of Long-Term Evolution (LTE) define a Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH) configured to carry Downlink Control Information (DCI) including uplink/downlink scheduling information and uplink power control information. Formats of DCI in LTE Release 10 include: DCI format 0, DCI format 1, DCI format 1A, DCI format 1B, DCI format 1C, DCI format 1D, DCI format 2, DCI format 2A, DCI format 2B, DCI format 2C, DCI format 3, DCI format 3A and DCI format 4. With the development of CoMP techniques, LTE Release 11 puts forward an enhanced PDCCH, namely ePDCCH, the time domain starting position and frequency domain starting position of which are quite different from those of the PDCCH.

LTE also defines Transmission Mode (TM) selected by each UE PDSCH transmission. At present, Release 10 defines 9 transmission modes including TM 1 to TM 9, wherein the DCI Format 1A, serving as a fallback for each transmission mode, is mainly used when channel measurement is not reliable.

In addition, in LTE Release 10, the MIMO transmission mode uses by default a Demodulation Reference Signal (DM-RS) as a pilot carrier for demodulation, and a UE needs to acquire the position of the pilot carrier so that channel and interference estimation can be made on the pilot carrier; at a starting of a subframe, an initialized value of a DM-RS sequence is $c_{n_{p},m_{n}}(n_{p}/2^{m_{n}} + (2X_{m_{n}} + 1)2^{X_{n_{p}}} + n_{SCID})$, wherein $n_{SCID}$ represents a Scrambling Identity (SCID) configured to support two different scrambling sequences, and the eNB can assign these two scrambling sequences to different users so that a same resource can be multiplexed by multiple users; $N_{ID}$ represents a cell Identity (ID) with values being integers between 0 and 503; as the development CoMP techniques, LTE Release 11 puts forward enhance-
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ment of the DM-RS, which exhibits that the initialized value of the DM-RS sequence is changed to:

$$c_{n_{p},m_{n}}(n_{p}/2^{m_{n}} + (2X_{m_{n}} + 1)2^{X_{n_{p}}} + n_{SCID})$$

Wherein a scrambling initialized value $X$ is a scrambling initialized value used when the DM-RS sequence is initialized, it can take two values $x(0)$ and $x(1)$, $x(n)$ takes an integer between 0 and 503, which is configured by a higher layer.

With the development of LTE-A carrier aggregation techniques, LTE R11 puts forward a new type of carrier, which is still under discussion, it can be determined that for the new carrier, a single port Cell Reference Signal (CRS) according to LTE R8/R9/R10, which has a period of 5 ms, is used to perform synchronous tracking, and in a transmission mode, demodulation is performed based on the DM-RS, and channel measurement is performed based on the CSI-RS; it is determined that DCI Format 1A and DCI format 2C can be used in scheduling of a PDSCH, and transmission modes supported in Coordinated Multi-Point (COMP) are specified and it is specified that DCI format must be supported in the newly added carrier, thus it can be learned that the enhancement of the DM-RS is also desired to be supported in the newly added carrier.

At present, for transmission of new carriers, it is specified that the DCI Format 1A schedules a PDSCH of the UE using an approach of single DM-RS antenna port transmission, but a specific DM-RS antenna port is not specified, and multiple DM-RS antenna ports are needed for implementing PDSCH transmission diversity to ensure the reliability of transmission in the future; for reasons of interference elimination and increase of multiplexing capacity for MU-MIMO, it is desired to select dynamically transmission parameters of the PDSCH such as a DM-RS antenna port in use, and an SCID and a scrambling code initialized value $X$ desired when a DM-RS port sequence is initialized. However, so far no new PDSCH transmission method has been proposed by related techniques so as to solve problems such as selection of DM-RS antenna ports, improvement on transmission reliability using multiple DM-RS antenna ports, interference elimination, increasing of multiplexing capacity and improvement on frequency selective gain.

SUMMARY

In view of the above, the disclosure is intended to provide a physical downlink shared channel transmission method and system, which can implement selection of DM-RS antenna ports and use multiple DM-RS antenna ports to improve transmission reliability, eliminate interference, increase MU-MIMO multiplexing capacity and improve frequency selective gain.

To this end, the technical solutions of embodiments of the disclosure are implemented as follows.

A physical downlink shared channel transmission method, including:

- a network side determines transmission parameters of a Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH) according to a relevant transmission mode of a DM-RS and/or relevant information of a scheduled UE, wherein the transmission parameters include one or more of: a resource mapping approach of the PDSCH, a downlink DM-RS antenna port in use, and a Scrambling Code Identity (SCID) and a scrambling code initialized value $X$ desired when a downlink DM-RS port sequence is initialized; and the network side transmits data according to the determined transmission parameters of the PDSCH.
The method may further include:

- the network side notifies a terminal of the transmission parameters of the PDSCH, and/or the terminal determines the transmission parameters of the PDSCH according to the relevant information of the scheduled UE; and
- the terminal receives data according to the transmission parameters of the PDSCH notified by the network side and/or the transmission parameters of the PDSCH determined according to the relevant information of the scheduled UE.

The network side notifies a terminal of the transmission parameters of the PDSCH may include: the terminal is notified of the transmission parameters of the PDSCH through physical layer downlink control signaling information and/or higher layer signaling information.

The relevant transmission mode of the DM-RS may include transmission mode 9 and/or transmission mode 10 and/or other more advanced versions of transmission modes that use the DM-RS as a basic demodulation reference signal; and the relevant information of the scheduled UE may include one or more of: a DM-RS antenna port used by an enhanced Physical Downlink Control Channel (ePDCCH) to schedule the UE, a subframe type of subframes occupied by the UE, a subframe index of the subframes occupied by the UE, a cell ID of a cell where the UE is located, an index to scheduled PDSCH physical resource blocks (PRBs) of the UE, a Cell Radio Network Temporary Identifier (C-RNTI) assigned to the UE, an ID of the UE (UE ID) and a UE-specific offset parameter.

The network side determines the resource mapping approach of the PDSCH may include: the resource mapping approach of the PDSCH is determined according to Channel State Information (CSI), and the resource mapping approach of the PDSCH comprises:

- the PDSCH is mapped to one or more continuous PRBs of a subframe;
- or the PDSCH is mapped to a plurality of discrete PRBs, in two slots of a same subframe, the PRBs correspond to same frequency domain positions, and the PDSCH is based on a single antenna port transmission mode or a multi-antenna port transmission mode;
- or the PDSCH is mapped to discrete PRB resources, in two slots of a same subframe, wherein the PRBs correspond to same frequency domain positions, and assignment of the discrete PRB resources is limited to two clusters, i.e., two segments of Resource Blocks (RBs), with each cluster comprising one or more continuous Resource Block Groups (RBGs).

The physical layer downlink control signaling may include DCI Format 1A, and newly added DCI Format 1E and/or DCI Format 1F.

When the DCI Format 1A is used, the transmission parameters of the PDSCH may be optimized through a Localized/Distributed Virtual Resource Block (VRB) assignment indicator bit in the DCI Format 1A and/or an available Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) indicator bit.

The transmission parameters of the PDSCH are optimized through a Localized/Distributed VRB assignment indicator bit in the DCI Format 1A and/or an available MCS indicator bit may include one or more of:

when the SCID and the value X are default values, the DM-RS antenna port is indicated dynamically through the Localized/Distributed VRB assignment indicator bit in the DCI Format 1A; when the DM-RS antenna port is a default one, the SCID and the value X when the antenna port is initialized are indicated dynamically through the Localized/Distributed VRB assignment indicator bit in the DCI Format 1A;

when a transmission block carried by the PDSCH is a retransmission block, at least one of the DM-RS antenna port, the SCID and the value X are indicated dynamically through the Localized/Distributed VRB assignment indicator bit in the DCI Format 1A and/or the available MCS indicator bit, with the rest being default values;

two DM-RS antenna ports are indicated through the Localized/Distributed VRB assignment indicator bit in the DCI Format 1A, wherein both of sequential numbers of two indicated antenna ports are odd numbers or even numbers, or the two indicated antenna ports are ports having a fixed sequential number; or

the resource mapping approach of the PDSCH is selected through the Localized/Distributed VRB assignment indicator bit in the DCI Format 1A.

After the physical resource mapping of the PDSCH, selection of antenna parameters in assigned PRBs may include at least one of:

- same antenna parameters are configured for the PRBs, wherein the same antenna parameters are selected from specified antenna parameters or determined in an implication way;
- corresponding antenna parameters are configured independently for different PRBs, wherein the antenna parameters are selected from specified antenna parameters or determined in an implication way;
- corresponding antenna parameters are configured independently for different clusters, with different PRBs in one cluster configured with same antenna parameters, wherein the antenna parameters are selected from specified antenna parameters or determined in an implication way; and

wherein the antenna parameters comprise a DM-RS antenna port, and an SCID and a scrambling code initialized value X desired when a DM-RS port sequence is initialized.

Antenna parameters used by a PDSCH of the scheduled UE may be implicitly determined according to different types of subframes, the antenna parameters comprise a DM-RS antenna port, and an SCID and a scrambling code initialized value X desired when a DM-RS port sequence is initialized, and the different types of subframes comprise one or more of: a subframe corresponding to a case in which a newly added TDD special subframe configuration uses a normal cyclic prefix; a subframe corresponding to a case in which the newly added TDD special subframe configuration uses an extended cyclic prefix; a subframe corresponding to configurations other than the newly added TDD configuration, an MBSFN subframe or an ordinary subframe.

The newly added TDD special subframe configuration may include:

- a newly added TDD special subframe configuration is 9, i.e., (DwPTS:GP:UpPTS)=(6:6:2), when a DwPTS of the TDD special subframe uses a normal cyclic prefix; or
- a newly added TDD special subframe configuration is 7, i.e., (DwPTS:GP:UpPTS)=(5:5:2), when the DwPTS of the TDD special subframe uses an extended cyclic prefix.

Antenna parameters used by a PDSCH scheduled by the DCI Format 1A may be implicitly determined using antenna parameters corresponding to the ePDCCH when the UE is scheduled, the antenna parameters comprise a DM-RS antenna port, and an SCID and a scrambling code initialized value X desired when a DM-RS port sequence is initialized.
A physical downlink shared channel transmission method, including a network equipment,
wherein the network equipment is configured to determine transmission parameters of a Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH) according to a relevant transmission mode of a DM-RS and/or relevant information of a scheduled UE, and transmit data according the determined transmission parameters of the PDSCH, wherein the transmission parameters include one or more of: a resource mapping approach of the PDSCH, a downlink DM-RS antenna port in use, and a Scrambling Code Identity (SCID) and a scrambling code initialized value X desired when a downlink DM-RS port sequence is initialized.

The physical downlink shared channel transmission method may further include a terminal, wherein the network equipment is further configured to notify the terminal of the transmission parameters of the PDSCH, and

the terminal is configured to receive data according to the transmission parameters of the PDSCH notified by the network equipment and/or the transmission parameters of the PDSCH determined according to the relevant information of the scheduled UE.

The network equipment notifies the terminal of the transmission parameters of the PDSCH may include: the terminal is notified of the transmission parameters of the PDSCH through physical layer downlink control signaling information and/or higher layer signaling information.

wherein the relevant transmission mode of the DM-RS comprises transmission mode 9 and/or transmission mode 10 and/or other more advanced versions of transmission modes that use the DM-RS as a basic demodulation reference signal; and

the relevant information of the scheduled UE comprises one or more of: a DM-RS antenna port used by an enhanced Physical Downlink Control Channel (ePDCCH) to schedule the UE, a subframe type of subframes occupied by the UE, a subframe index of the subframes occupied by the UE, a cell ID of a cell where the UE is located, an index to scheduled PDSCH physical resource blocks (PRBs) of the UE, a Cell Radio Network Temporary Identifier (C-RNTI) assigned to the UE, an ID of the UE (UE ID) and a UE-specific offset parameter.

and the resource mapping approach of the PDSCH comprises:

the PDSCH is mapped to one or more continuous PRBs of a same subframe;

or the PDSCH is mapped to a plurality of discrete PRBs, and two slots of a same subframe, the PRBs correspond to same frequency domain positions, and the PDSCH is based on a single antenna port transmission mode or a multi-antenna port transmission mode;

or the PDSCH is mapped to discrete PRB resources, and two slots of a same subframe, the PRBs correspond to same frequency domain positions, and assignment of the discrete PRB resources is limited to two clusters, i.e., two segments of Resource Blocks (RBs), with each cluster comprising one or more continuous Resource Block Groups (RBGs).

The physical layer downlink control signaling may include DCI Format 1A, and newly added DCI Format 1E and/or DCI Format 1F.

When the DCI Format 1A is used, the transmission parameters of the PDSCH may be optimized through a Localized/Distributed Virtual Resource Block (VRB) assignment indicator bit in the DCI Format 1A and/or an available Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) indicator bit.

The transmission parameters of the PDSCH are optimized through a Localized/Distributed VRB assignment indicator bit in the DCI Format 1A and/or an available MCS indicator bit may include one or more of:

when the SCID and the value X are default values, the DM-RS antenna port is indicated dynamically through the Localized/Distributed VRB assignment indicator bit in the DCI Format 1A;

when the DM-RS antenna port is a default one, the SCID and the value X when the antenna port is initialized are indicated dynamically through the Localized/Distributed VRB assignment indicator bit in the DCI Format 1A;

when a transmission block carried by the PDSCH is a retransmission block, at least one of the DM-RS antenna port, the SCID and the value X are indicated dynamically through the Localized/Distributed VRB assignment indicator bit in the DCI Format 1A and/or the available MCS indicator bit, with the rest being default values;

two DM-RS antenna ports are indicated through the Localized/Distributed VRB assignment indicator bit in the DCI Format 1A, wherein both of sequential numbers of two indicated antenna ports are odd numbers or even numbers, or the two indicated antenna ports are ports having a fixed sequential number; or

the resource mapping approach of the PDSCH is selected through the Localized/Distributed VRB assignment indicator bit in the DCI Format 1A.

After the physical resource mapping of the PDSCH, selection of antenna parameters in assigned PRBs may include at least one of:

same antenna parameters are configured for the PRBs, wherein the same antenna parameters are selected from specified antenna parameters or determined in an implicaion way;

the corresponding antenna parameters are configured independently for different PRBs, wherein the antenna parameters are selected from specified antenna parameters or determined in an implication way;

and the corresponding antenna parameters are configured independently for different clusters, with different PRBs in one cluster configured with same antenna parameters, wherein the antenna parameters are selected from specified antenna parameters or determined in an implication way; and

wherein the antenna parameters comprise a DM-RS antenna port, and an SCID and a scrambling code initialized value X desired when a DM-RS port sequence is initialized.

Antenna parameters used by a PDSCH of the scheduled UE may be implicitly determined according to different types of subframes, the antenna parameters comprise a DM-RS antenna port, and an SCID and a scrambling code initialized value X desired when a DM-RS port sequence is initialized, and the different types of subframes comprise one or more of: a subframe corresponding to a case in which a newly added TDD special subframe configuration uses a normal cyclic prefix; a subframe corresponding to a case in which the newly added TDD special subframe configuration uses an extended cyclic prefix, a subframe corresponding to configurations other than the newly added TDD configuration, an MBSFN subframe or an ordinary subframe.

The newly added TDD special subframe configuration may include:

a newly added TDD special subframe configuration is 9, i.e., (DwPTS:GP:UpPTS) = (6:6:2), when a DwPTS of the TDD special subframe uses a normal cyclic prefix;

or, a newly added TDD special subframe configuration is 7, i.e., (DwPTS:GP:UpPTS) = (5:5:2), when the DwPTS of the TDD special subframe uses an extended cyclic prefix.
Antenna parameters used by a PDSCH scheduled by the DCI Format 1A may be implicitly determined using antenna parameters corresponding to the ePDCCH when the UE is scheduled, the antenna parameters comprise a DM-RS antenna port, and an SCID and a scrambling code initialized value X desired when a DM-RS port sequence is initialized.

In the physical downlink shared channel transmission method and system according to the embodiment of the disclosure, a network side determines transmission parameters of a Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH) according to a relevant transmission mode of a DM-RS and/or relevant information of a scheduled UE, wherein the transmission parameters include one or more of: a resource mapping approach of the PDSCH, a downlink DM-RS antenna port in use, and a Scrambling Code Identity (SCID) and a scrambling code initialized value X desired when a downlink DM-RS port sequence is initialized; and the network side transmits data according to the determined antenna parameters of the PDSCH. The embodiment of the disclosure can implement selection of DM-RS antenna ports and use multiple DM-RS antenna ports to improve transmission reliability, eliminate interference, increase MU-MIMO multiplexing capacity and improve frequency selective gain.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

**FIG. 1** is a schematic flow chart of a physical downlink shared channel transmission method according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

**FIG. 2** is a schematic structural diagram of a physical downlink shared channel transmission system according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

**FIG. 3** is a schematic diagram showing a physical downlink shared channel being mapped to multiple discrete Physical Resource Blocks (PRBs);

**FIG. 4** is a schematic diagram showing a physical downlink shared channel being mapped to continuous PRBs; and

**FIG. 5** is a schematic diagram showing a physical downlink shared channel being mapped to discrete PRBs.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION**

Compared to compatible carriers, data demodulation of newly added types of carriers is based on DM-RS, measurement of the newly added types of carriers is based on CSI-RS, and it is also specified that the newly added types of carriers use DCI Format 1A and 2C to support PDSCH transmission. In the case of a same downlink bandwidth, compared to the DCI Format 2C, the DCI Format 1A needs much less bit loads, and transmission based on DM-RS antenna ports doesn’t support a resource assignment approach of DVRB, thus in the DCI 1A of the newly added types of carriers, a bit field for indicating Localized/Distributed Virtual Resource Blocks (VRBs) can be optimized, and when a base station is required to retransmit downlink data to a UE, since at that point the DCI Format 1A for scheduling retransmitted resources doesn’t need to indicate the size of a Transport Block (TB) being retransmitted, three bits reserved in a Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) indication field in the DCI Format 1A can be used for other purposes.

At present, for transmission of new carriers, it is specified that the DCI Format 1A schedules a PDSCH of the UE using an approach of single DM-RS antenna port transmission, but a specific DM-RS antenna port is not specified, and multiple DM-RS antenna ports are needed for implementing PDSCH transmission diversity to ensure the reliability of transmission in the future; for reasons of interference elimination and increase of multiplexing capacity for MU-MIMO, it is desired to select dynamically transmission parameters of the PDSCH such as a DM-RS antenna port in use, and an SCID and a scrambling code initialized value X desired when a DM-RS port sequence is initialized.

The new carriers are transmitted based on a DM-RS antenna port, thus the resource assignment approach of DVRB is not supported, but in channels having relatively large range of frequency selection, discrete resource assignment approaches can be used to improve frequency selective gain, thus it is desired to consider new methods for mapping frequency domain resources of a PDSCH.

**FIG. 1** is a schematic flow chart of a physical downlink shared channel transmission method according to an embodiment of the disclosure, as shown in **FIG. 1**, the method includes:

Step 101, a network side determines transmission parameters of a Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH) according to a relevant transmission mode of a DM-RS and/or relevant information of a scheduled UE;

Here the transmission parameters include one or more of: a resource mapping approach of the PDSCH, a downlink DM-RS antenna port in use, and a Scrambling Code Identity (SCID) and a scrambling code initialized value X desired when a downlink DM-RS port sequence is initialized.

Step 102, the network side transmits data according to the determined transmission parameters of the PDSCH.

Optionally, the method may further include:

- the network side notifies a terminal of the transmission parameters of the PDSCH, and/or the terminal determines the transmission parameters of the PDSCH according to the relevant information of the scheduled UE; and
- the terminal receives data according to the transmission parameters of the PDSCH notified by the network side and/or the transmission parameters of the PDSCH determined according to the relevant information of the scheduled UE.

Optionally, the network side notifies a terminal of the transmission parameters of the PDSCH may include: the terminal is notified of the transmission parameters of the PDSCH through physical layer downlink control signaling information and/or higher layer signaling information.

It should be noted that the embodiment of the disclosure is applicable to PDSCHs for new carriers, and also applicable to CoMP PDSCHs. The above physical layer downlink control signaling may include DCI Format 1A, and newly added DCI Format 1E and/or DCI Format 1F.

Optionally, the relevant transmission mode of the DM-RS may include transmission mode 9 and/or transmission mode 10 and/or other advanced versions of transmission modes that use the DM-RS as a basic demodulation reference signal.

Optionally, the relevant information of the scheduled UE may include one or more of: a DM-RS antenna port used by an enhanced Physical Downlink Control Channel (ePDCCH) to schedule the UE, a subframe type of subframes occupied by the UE, a subframe index of the subframes occupied by the UE, a cell ID of a cell where the UE is located, an index to scheduled PDSCH physical resource blocks (PRBs) of the UE, a Cell Radio Network Temporary Identifier (C-RNTI) assigned to the UE, an ID of the UE (UE ID) and a UE-specific offset parameter. Here the UE-specific offset parameter may include one or more of: an offset parameter of a subframe, an offset parameter of a scheduled PRB, and other parameters desired by the UE.
Optionally, the network side determines the resource mapping approach of the PDSCH may include: the resource mapping approach of the PDSCH is determined according to Channel State Information (CSI), and the resource mapping approach of the PDSCH may include:

- the PDSCH is mapped to one or more continuous PRBs of a same subframe;
- or the PDSCH is mapped to a plurality of discrete PRBs, and in two slots of a same subframe, the PRBs correspond to same frequency domain positions, and the PDSCH is based on a single antenna port transmission mode or a multi-antenna port transmission mode;
- or the PDSCH is mapped to discrete PRB resources, and in two slots of a same subframe, the PRBs correspond to same frequency domain positions, and assignment of the discrete PRB resources is limited to two clusters, i.e., two segments of Resource Blocks (RBs), with each cluster comprising one or more continuous Resource Block Groups (RBGs), and here assigned discrete PRB resources can be indicated through respective indication of a starting RBG and an ending RBG for the assigned two clusters.

In the embodiment of the disclosure, one RBG includes P RBs, and the value of P is a function of downlink system bandwidth $N_{RB, DL}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Downlink system bandwidth $N_{RB, DL}$</th>
<th>RBG Size(P)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-26</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27-63</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64-110</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It should be noted that the number of DM-RS antenna ports used by the PDSCH can be 1, 2 or 4.

It should be noted that the physical layer downlink control signaling may include DCI Format 1A, and newly added DCI Format 1E and/or DCI Format 1F.

Optionally, when the physical layer downlink control signaling uses the DCI Format 1A, the transmission parameters of the PDSCH may be optimized through a Localized/Distributed Virtual Resource Block (VRB) assignment indicator bit in the DCI Format 1A and/or an available Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) indicator bit (e.g., an MSC indicator bit reserved in the DCI Format 1A in the case that downlink data are desired to be retransmitted), and the specific optimization method includes one or more of:

- when sequence mapping of a DM-RS antenna port is initialized, the SCID and the value X may take default values, the DM-RS antenna port is indicated dynamically through a Localized/Distributed VRB assignment bit field, for example being indicated as antenna port 7 or 8, so orthogonality during the resource mapping of the UE can be ensured and interferences therewith are further lowered;
- when a default DM-RS antenna port is used, the SCID and/or the value X when the antenna port is initialized are indicated dynamically through the Localized/Distributed VRB assignment indicator bit, wherein the value of SCID and that of X can be dependent or independent from each other;
- when a transmission block carried by the PDSCH is a retransmission block, at least one of the DM-RS antenna port, the SCID and the value X are indicated dynamically through the Localized/Distributed VRB assignment bit in the DCI Format 1A and/or the available MCS indicator bit, with the rest being default values; for example, in a scenario when downlink data are desired to be retransmitted, the MCS indicator bit reserved in the DCI Format 1A can be used to indicate selection of DM-RS antenna port 7 or 8; two DM-RS antenna ports are indicated through the Localized/Distributed VRB assignment indicator bit in the DCI Format 1A, wherein both of sequential numbers of two indicated antenna ports are odd numbers or even numbers, or the two indicated antenna ports are ports having a fixed sequential number; or
- the resource mapping approach of a physical downlink shared channel is selected through the Localized/Distributed VRB assignment bit in the DCI Format 1A. For the resource mapping approach of the physical downlink shared channel, refer to the resource mapping approach of the PDSCH described above.

Optionally, when sequence mapping of a DM-RS antenna port is initialized, the SCID and the value X may take default values, one DM-RS antenna port is selected dynamically, from multiple DM-RS antenna ports, as a antenna port during resource mapping of the UE, through the Localized/Distributed VRB assignment indicator bit in the DCI Format 1A and an MCS indicator bit reserved in the DCI Format 1A, in this way, the MU-MIMO capability of the system can be improved.

In order to further lower interference, transmission parameters of the UE during resource mapping can also be selected dynamically through the Localized/Distributed VRB assignment bit in the DCI Format 1A and an MCS indicator bit reserved in the DCI Format 1A, and the transmission parameters include one or more of an antenna port, an SCID value or a value X.

Or, in order to ensure the reliability of the UE during transmission, the UE employs diversity during PDSCH transmission, thus cases in which the number of antenna ports is 2 or 4 need to be considered as follows.

In the case that the number of antenna ports is 2, two default DM-RS antenna ports can be used, or two DM-RS antenna ports with their antenna port sequential numbers being odd or even numbers can also be indicated through the Localized/Distributed VRB assignment bit in the DCI Format 1A.

In the case that the number of antenna ports is 4, four default DM-RS antenna ports can be used, the SCID or the value X when the antenna port is initialized is indicated dynamically through the Localized/Distributed VRB assignment bit in the DCI Format 1A, wherein the value of SCID and that of X can be dependent or independent from each other.

Further, in the case that the number of antenna ports is 2 or 4, when sequence mapping of the DM-RS antenna ports is initialized, the SCID and the value X may take default values, and selected antenna ports can be indicated through the Localized/Distributed VRB assignment bit in the DCI Format 1A or a newly added bit; when downlink data is desired to be retransmitted, the selected antenna ports can be indicated through the Localized/Distributed VRB assignment bit in the DCI Format 1A and an MCS indicator bit reserved in the DCI Format 1A.

Besides the optimization of the transmission parameters of the PDSCH through the Localized/Distributed VRB assignment indicator bit in the DCI 1A and the MCS indicator bit reserved in the DCI Format 1A, relevant information of a scheduled UE can also be used to implicitly map antenna parameters of the PDSCH. For example, an antenna port corresponding to an ePDCCH can be used to implicitly determine a DM-RS antenna port scheduled by DCI 1A, if the UE detects an antenna port where the ePDCCH is located, then the UE considers by default that its...
scheduled PDSCH is located at an antenna port as same as that of the ePDCHC, here the range of antenna ports that can be used is between 7 and 10.

It is assumed that a subframe where scheduled resources of the UE are located is indexed to R1;

A sequential number of the UE-specific offset parameter is UE ID or C-RNTI, which is denoted as R2;

A PRB of a scheduled physical downlink shared channel of the UE is indexed to R3;

the indication signaling is R4;

selection of W ports at the most is supported,

determination of a DM-RS antenna port of a physical downlink shared channel scheduled through the DCI Format 1A specifically includes:

a corresponding port is determined according to a remainder from R3 mod W, a remainder from (R3+R2+R4) mod W, a remainder from (R3+R2+R4) mod W, a remainder from (R3+R2+R4) mod W, a remainder from (R3+R2+R4) mod W, or a remainder from (R3+R2+R4) mod W.

Optionally, after the physical resource mapping of the PDSCH, selection of a DM-RS antenna port for assigned PRBs may include at least one of:

same antenna parameters are configured for the PRBs, wherein the same antenna parameters are selected from specified antenna parameters or determined in an implication way;

antenna parameters are configured independently for different PRBs, wherein the antenna parameters are selected from specified antenna parameters or determined in an implication way;

antenna parameters are configured independently for different clusters, with different PRBs in one cluster configured with same antenna parameters, wherein the antenna parameters are selected from specified antenna parameters or determined in an implication way; and wherein the antenna parameters comprise a DM-RS antenna port, and an SCID and a scrambling code initialized value X desired when a DM-RS port sequence is initialized.

Optionally, antenna parameters used by a PDSCH of the scheduled UE may be implicitly determined according to different types of subframes, the antenna parameters comprise a DM-RS antenna port, and an SCID and a scrambling code initialized value X desired when a DM-RS port sequence is initialized, and the different types of subframes comprise one or more of: a subframe corresponding to a case in which a newly added TDD special subframe configuration uses a normal cyclic prefix; a subframe corresponding to a case in which the newly added TDD special subframe configuration uses an extended cyclic prefix, a subframe corresponding to configurations other than the newly added TDD configuration, an MBSFN subframe or an ordinary subframe.

Optionally, the newly added TDD special subframe configuration may include:

a newly added TDD special subframe configuration is 9, i.e., (DwPTS:GP:UpPTS)=(6:6:2), when a DwPTS of the TDD special subframe uses a normal cyclic prefix;
or, a newly added TDD special subframe configuration is 7, i.e., (DwPTS:GP:UpPTS)=(5:5:2), when the DwPTS of the TDD special subframe uses an extended cyclic prefix.

Optionally, antenna parameters used by a PDSCH scheduled by the DCI Format 1A may be implicitly determined using antenna parameters corresponding to the ePDCHC when the UE is scheduled, the antenna parameters comprise a DM-RS antenna port, and an SCID and a scrambling code initialized value X desired when a DM-RS port sequence is initialized.

Antenna ports during resource mapping of the UE can also be determined using different types of subframes, after the introduction of newly added TDD special subframe configuration, when a DwPTS of the TDD special subframe takes Normal CP, a newly added TDD special subframe configuration is 9, i.e., (DwPTS:GP:UpPTS)=(6:6:2), then DM-RS antenna ports 7-10 are supported; or, when the DwPTS of the TDD special subframe uses an extended CP, a newly added TDD special subframe configuration is 7, i.e., (DwPTS:GP:UpPTS)=(5:5:2), then the antenna port 5 is supported; as to an MBSFN subframe, the antenna port 7 is fixedly supported; and as to an ordinary subframe, the DM-RS single antenna port is fixedly used.

Besides the above indication of transmission parameters of the PDSCH through a relevant bit in the DCI Format 1A, the UE can also be notified of transmission parameters of the PDSCH through higher layer UE-specific signaling.

It should be noted that the resource mapping approach of the PDSCH includes: the PDSCH is mapped to one or more continuous PRBs of a same subframe, which is denoted as method 1; or the PDSCH is mapped to a plurality of discrete PRBs, in two slots of a same subframe, wherein the PRBs correspond to same frequency domain positions, and the PDSCH is based on a single antenna port transmission mode or a multi-antenna port transmission mode, which is denoted as method 2;
or the PDSCH is mapped to discrete PRB resources, in two slots of a same subframe, wherein the PRBs correspond to same frequency domain positions, and assignment of the discrete PRB resources is limited to two clusters, i.e., two segments of Resource Blocks (RBs), with each cluster including one or more continuous Resource Block Groups (RBGs); and assigned discrete PRB resources can be indicated through respective indication of a starting RBG and an ending RBG of the assigned two clusters, with each PRG including P RBs, wherein the value of P is a function of downlink system bandwidth $N_{RB}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Downlink system bandwidth $N_{RB}$</th>
<th>RBG Size(P)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8-10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-26</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27-63</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64-110</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Herein, it is denoted as method 3.

The resource mapping approach of the PDSCH can be selected from a combination of any two from the method 1, the method 2 and the method 3 through the Localized/Distributed VRB assignment bit in the DCI Format 1A.

Selection of a DM-RS antenna port for the PDSCH in the method 2 and method 3 includes at least one of:

i. a predetermined approach: antenna ports used by different PRBs or clusters in assigned resources are selected from specified DM-RS antenna ports; and

ii. an implicit mapping approach: antenna ports used by different PRBs or clusters in assigned resources are implicitly determined through a minimum (maximum) index of PRBs and an indication signaling of a scheduled PDSCH of the UE.

It should be noted that the above determination, by the base station side, of the transmission parameters of the
PDSCH through predefined information is not only applicable to a PDSCH for new carriers, but also applicable to CoMP PDSCHs.

The embodiment of the disclosure further discloses according to a PDSCH transmission system, and FIG. 2 is a schematic structural diagram of a physical downlink shared channel transmission system according to an embodiment of the disclosure, as shown in FIG. 2, the system includes a network equipment,

wherein the network equipment is configured to determine transmission parameters of a Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH) according to a relevant transmission mode of a DM-RS and/or relevant information of a scheduled UE, and transmit data according to the determined transmission parameters of the PDSCH, wherein the transmission parameters include one or more of: a resource mapping approach of the PDSCH, a downlink DM-RS antenna port in use, and a Scrambling Code Identity (SCID) and a scrambling code initialized value X desired when a downlink DM-RS port sequence is initialized.

Optionally, the physical downlink shared channel transmission method may further include a terminal,

wherein the network equipment is further configured to notify the terminal of the transmission parameters of the PDSCH; and

the terminal is configured to receive data according to the transmission parameters of the PDSCH notified by the network equipment and/or the transmission parameters of the PDSCH determined according to the relevant information of the scheduled UE,

here the transmission parameters include one or more of: a resource mapping approach of the PDSCH, a downlink DM-RS antenna port in use, and a Scrambling Code Identity (SCID) and a scrambling code initialized value X desired when a downlink DM-RS port sequence is initialized.

Optionally, the network equipment notifies a terminal of the transmission parameters of the PDSCH through the physical layer downlink control signaling information and/or higher layer signaling information.

Optionally, the relevant transmission mode of the DM-RS may include transmission mode 9 and/or transmission mode 10 and/or other more advanced versions of transmission modes that use the DM-RS as a basic demodulation reference signal.

Optionally, the relevant information of the scheduled UE may include one or more of: a DM-RS antenna port used by an enhanced Physical Downlink Control Channel (ePDCCH) to schedule the UE, a subframe type of subframes occupied by the UE, a subframe index of the subframes occupied by the UE, a cell ID of a cell where the UE is located, an index to scheduled PDSCH physical resource blocks (PRBs) of the UE, a Cell Radio Network Temporary Identifier (C-RNTI) assigned to the UE, an ID of the UE (UE ID) and a UE-specific offset parameter.

Optionally, and the resource mapping approach of the PDSCH includes:

the PDSCH is mapped to one or more continuous PRBs of a same subframe;

or the PDSCH is mapped to a plurality of discrete PRBs, in two slots of a same subframe, the PRBs correspond to same frequency domain positions, and the PDSCH is based on a single antenna port transmission mode or a multi-antenna port transmission mode;

or the PDSCH is mapped to discrete PRB resources, in two slots of a same subframe, the PRBs correspond to same frequency domain positions, and assignment of the discrete PRB resources is limited to two clusters, i.e., two segments of Resource Blocks (RBs), with each cluster comprising one or more continuous Resource Block Groups (RBGs).

Optionally, the physical layer downlink control signaling may include DCI Format 1A, and newly added DCI Format 1E and/or DCI Format 1F.

Optionally, when the DCI Format 1A is used, the transmission parameters of the PDSCH may be optimized through a Localized/Distributed Virtual Resource Block (VRB) assignment indicator bit in the DCI Format 1A and/or an available Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) indicator bit.

Optionally, the transmission parameters of the PDSCH are optimized through a Localized/Distributed VRB assignment indicator bit in the DCI Format 1A and/or an available MCS indicator bit may include one or more of:

when the SCID and the value X are default values, the DM-RS antenna port is indicated dynamically through the Localized/Distributed VRB assignment indicator bit in the DCI Format 1A;

when the DM-RS antenna port is a default one, the SCID and the value X when the antenna port is initialized are indicated dynamically through the Localized/Distributed VRB assignment indicator bit in the DCI Format 1A;

when a transmission block carried by the PDSCH is a retransmission block, at least one of the DM-RS antenna port, the SCID and the value X are indicated through the Localized/Distributed VRB assignment indicator bit in the DCI Format 1A and/or the available MCS indicator bit, with the rest being default values;

two DM-RS antenna ports are indicated through the Localized/Distributed VRB assignment indicator bit in the DCI Format 1A, wherein both of sequential numbers of two indicated antenna ports are odd numbers or even numbers, or the two indicated antenna ports are ports having a fixed sequential number; or

the resource mapping approach of the PDSCH is selected through the Localized/Distributed VRB assignment indicator bit in the DCI Format 1A.

Optionally, after the physical resource mapping of the PDSCH, selection of antenna parameters in assigned PRBs may include at least one of:

same antenna parameters are configured for the PRBs, wherein the same antenna parameters are selected from specified antenna parameters or determined in an implication way;

corresponding antenna parameters are configured independently for different PRBs, wherein the antenna parameters are selected from specified antenna parameters or determined in an implication way;

corresponding antenna parameters are configured independently for different clusters, with different PRBs in one cluster configured with same antenna parameters, wherein the antenna parameters are selected from specified antenna parameters or determined in an implication way; and

wherein the antenna parameters comprise a DM-RS antenna port, and an SCID and a scrambling code initialized value X desired when a DM-RS port sequence is initialized.

Optionally, antenna parameters used by a PDSCH of the scheduled UE may be implicitly determined according to different types of subframes, the antenna parameters comprise a DM-RS antenna port, and an SCID and a scrambling code initialized value X desired when a DM-RS port sequence is initialized, and the different types of subframes comprise one or more of: a subframe corresponding to a case in which a newly added TDD special subframe configuration uses a normal cyclic prefix; a subframe corresponding to a
case in which the newly added TDD special subframe configuration uses an extended cyclic prefix, a subframe corresponding to configurations other than the newly added TDD configuration, an MBMS subframe or an ordinary subframe.

Optionally, the newly added TDD special subframe configuration may include:

- a newly added TDD special subframe configuration is 9, i.e., \( (\text{DwPTS}/\text{GP}/\text{UpPTS}) = (6:6:2) \), when a DwPTS of the TDD special subframe uses a normal cyclic prefix;
- or, a newly added TDD special subframe configuration is 7, i.e., \( (\text{DwPTS}/\text{GP}/\text{UpPTS}) = (5:5:2) \), when the DwPTS of the TDD special subframe uses an extended cyclic prefix.

Optionally, antenna parameters used by a PDSCH scheduled by the DCI Format 1A may be implicitly determined using antenna parameters corresponding to the ePDCCH when the UE is scheduled, the antenna parameters comprise a DM-RS antenna port, and an SCID and a scrambling code initialized value X desired when a DM-RS port sequence is initialized.

The technical solutions of the disclosure will be elaborated below based on specific embodiments.

It should be noted that embodiments of the disclosure are not only applicable to a PDSCH for new carriers, but also applicable to a CoMP PDSCH, and CoMP PDSCH transmission is also included in the scope of protection of the disclosure. Various correspondences (for example, correspondences between indexes after combinative encoding and specific antenna ports or SCIDs or X values) in the embodiments are not limited to what disclosed hereinafter. That is to say, their orders can be changed in any possible way as long as one-to-one correspondences are met, and the embodiment of the disclosure only gives one possible correspondence, as long as states of specific attributes are consistent, i.e., included in the scope of protection of the disclosure.

**Embodiment 1**

A UE transmits data using a newly added carrier, and transmitted data correspond to a single transport block, i.e., a single DM-RS antenna port transmission, a DM-RS antenna port of a PDSCH corresponding to DCI Format 1A is determined implicitly through an antenna port of an ePDCCH that uses an X value and SCID value as same as those of a corresponding scheduled PDSCH. If the ePDCCH scheduling the UE is transmitted at an antenna port 9, it is considered by default that data of the UE are transmitted at a PDSCH on an antenna port 9, but herein the antenna port 9 is only taken as an example, if other antenna ports are used, the conclusion holds true as well. And the format of downlink control information is for example DCI Format 1A, however, newly added DCI Format 1E or DCI Format 1F is also applicable to the embodiment.

**Embodiment 2**

The UE transmits data using a newly added carrier, and transmitted data correspond to a single transport block, PDSCH resources used by the UE are scheduled through the DCI Format 1A, and a single antenna port transmitting the data of the UE is determined implicitly through a minimum index of PRBs of a scheduled PDSCH of the UE; when the minimum index of PRBs of the scheduled PDSCH of the UE is n, if there are two antenna ports for selection, an antenna port to be used by the UE is determined according to a constraint that \( n \mod 2 = 0 \) or 1; if there are four antenna ports for selection, the antenna port to be used by the UE is determined according to a constraint that \( n \mod 2 = 0 \) or 1; if there are two antenna ports for selection, a constraint that \( n \mod 4 = 0 \) or 1; if there are four antenna ports for selection, the antenna port to be used by the UE is determined according to a constraint that \( n \mod 4 = 0 \) or 1. And the format of downlink control information is for example DCI Format 1A, however, newly added DCI Format 1E or DCI Format 1F is also applicable.
constraint that \((m+n+k+4)\) Mod 2 is equal to 0 or 1; if there are four antenna ports for selection, the DM-RS antenna port to be used by the UE is determined according to a constraint that \((m+n+k-1)\) Mod 4 is equal to 1, 2, 3 or 4. And the format of downlink control information is for example DCI Format 1A, however, newly added DCI Format 1E or DCI Format 1F is also applicable to the embodiment.

**Embodiment 6**

The UE transmits data using a newly added carrier, transmitted data correspond to a single transport block, PDSCH resources used by the UE are scheduled through the DCI Format 1A, a minimum or maximum index of PRBs of a scheduled PDSCH of the UE is \(n\), an index of a subframe occupied by the UE is \(m\), the C-RNTI or the UE ID is \(k\), and an offset parameter of a scheduled subframe of the UE is \(1\); if there are two antenna ports for selection, a DM-RS antenna port to be used by the UE is determined according to a constraint that \((m+n+k+4)\) Mod 2 is equal to 0 or 1; if there are four antenna port for selection, the DM-RS antenna port to be used by the UE is determined according to a constraint that \((m+n+k+4)\) Mod 4 is equal to 1, 2, 3 or 4. And the format of downlink control information is for example DCI Format 1A, however, newly added DCI Format 1E or DCI Format 1F is also applicable to the embodiment.

**Embodiment 8**

The UE transmits data using a newly added carrier, transmitted data correspond to a single transport block, PDSCH resources used by the UE are scheduled through the DCI Format 1A, a minimum or maximum index of PRBs of a scheduled PDSCH of the UE is \(n\), an index of a subframe occupied by the UE is \(m\), the C-RNTI or the UE ID is \(k\), and an offset parameter of a scheduled subframe of the UE is \(1\); if there are two antenna ports for selection, a DM-RS antenna port to be used by the UE is determined according to a constraint that \((n+k-1)\) Mod 2 is equal to 0 or 1; if there are four antenna port for selection, the DM-RS antenna port to be used by the UE is determined according to a constraint that \((n+k+4)\) Mod 4 is equal to 1, 2, 3 or 4. And the format of downlink control information is for example DCI Format 1A, however, newly added DCI Format 1E or DCI Format 1F is also applicable to the embodiment.

**Embodiment 9**

The UE transmits data using a newly added carrier, transmitted data correspond to a single transport block, PDSCH resources used by the UE are scheduled through the DCI Format 1A, a minimum or maximum index of PRBs of a scheduled PDSCH of the UE is \(n\), an index of a subframe occupied by the UE is \(m\), the C-RNTI or the UE ID is \(k\), and an offset parameter of a scheduled subframe of the UE is \(1\); if there are two antenna ports for selection, a DM-RS antenna port to be used by the UE is determined according to a constraint that \((n+k+4)\) Mod 2 is equal to 0 or 1; if there are four antenna port for selection, the DM-RS antenna port to be used by the UE is determined according to a constraint that \((n+k+4)\) Mod 4 is equal to 1, 2, 3 or 4. And the format of downlink control information is for example DCI Format 1A, however, newly added DCI Format 1E or DCI Format 1F is also applicable to the embodiment.

**Embodiment 10**

The UE transmits data using a newly added carrier, transmitted data correspond to a single transport block, PDSCH resources used by the UE are scheduled through the DCI Format 1A, a minimum or maximum index of PRBs of a scheduled PDSCH of the UE is \(n\), an index of a subframe occupied by the UE is \(m\), the C-RNTI or the UE ID is \(k\), and an offset parameter of a scheduled subframe of the UE is \(1\); if there are two antenna ports for selection, a DM-RS antenna port to be used by the UE is determined according to a constraint that \((n+m+4)\) Mod 2 is equal to 0 or 1; if there are four antenna port for selection, the DM-RS antenna port to be used by the UE is determined according to a constraint that \((n+m+4)\) Mod 4 is equal to 1, 2, 3 or 4. And the format of downlink control information is for example DCI Format 1A, however, newly added DCI Format 1E or DCI Format 1F is also applicable to the embodiment.

**Embodiment 11**

The UE transmits data using a newly added carrier, transmitted data correspond to a single transport block, PDSCH resources used by the UE are scheduled through the DCI Format 1A, a minimum or maximum index of PRBs of a scheduled PDSCH of the UE is \(n\), an index of a subframe occupied by the UE is \(m\), the C-RNTI or the UE ID is \(k\), and an offset parameter of a scheduled subframe of the UE is \(1\); if there are two antenna ports for selection, a DM-RS antenna port to be used by the UE is determined according to a constraint that \((n+m+4)\) Mod 2 is equal to 0 or 1; if there are four antenna port for selection, the DM-RS antenna port to be used by the UE is determined according to a constraint that \((n+m+4)\) Mod 4 is equal to 1, 2, 3 or 4. And the format of downlink control information is for example DCI Format 1A, however, newly added DCI Format 1E or DCI Format 1F is also applicable to the embodiment.

**Embodiment 12**

The UE transmits data using a newly added carrier, transmitted data correspond to a single transport block, PDSCH resources used by the UE are scheduled through the DCI Format 1A, a minimum or maximum index of PRBs of a scheduled PDSCH of the UE is \(n\), an index of a subframe occupied by the UE is \(m\), the C-RNTI or the UE ID is \(k\), and an offset parameter of a scheduled subframe of the UE is \(1\); if there are two antenna ports for selection, a DM-RS antenna port to be used by the UE is determined according to a constraint that \((n+m+4)\) Mod 2 is equal to 0 or 1; if there are four antenna port for selection, the DM-RS antenna port to be used by the UE is determined according to a constraint that \((n+m+4)\) Mod 4 is equal to 1, 2, 3 or 4. And the format of downlink control information is for example DCI Format 1A, however, newly added DCI Format 1E or DCI Format 1F is also applicable to the embodiment.

**Embodiment 13**

The UE transmits data using a newly added carrier, transmitted data correspond to a single transport block, PDSCH resources used by the UE are scheduled through the DCI Format 1A, a minimum or maximum index of PRBs of a scheduled PDSCH of the UE is \(n\), an index of a subframe occupied by the UE is \(m\), the C-RNTI or the UE ID is \(k\), and an offset parameter of a scheduled subframe of the UE is \(1\); if there are two antenna ports for selection, a DM-RS antenna port to be used by the UE is determined according to a constraint that \((n+m+4)\) Mod 2 is equal to 0 or 1; if there are four antenna port for selection, the DM-RS antenna port to be used by the UE is determined according to a constraint that \((n+m+4)\) Mod 4 is equal to 1, 2, 3 or 4. And the format of downlink control information is for example DCI Format 1A, however, newly added DCI Format 1E or DCI Format 1F is also applicable to the embodiment.

**Embodiment 14**

The UE transmits data using a newly added carrier, transmitted data correspond to a single transport block, PDSCH resources used by the UE are scheduled through the DCI Format 1A, a minimum or maximum index of PRBs of a scheduled PDSCH of the UE is \(n\), an index of a subframe occupied by the UE is \(m\), the C-RNTI or the UE ID is \(k\), and an offset parameter of a scheduled subframe of the UE is \(1\); if
there are two antenna ports for selection, a DM-RS antenna port to be used by the UE is determined according to a constraint that \((n+m) \mod 2 = 0\) or \(1\); if there are four antenna port for selection, the DM-RS antenna port to be used by the UE is determined according to a constraint that \((n+m) \mod 4 = 1\), \(2\), \(3\) or \(4\). And the format of downlink control information is for example DCI Format 1A, however, newly added DCI Format 1E or DCI Format 1F is also applicable to the embodiment.

**Embodiment 15**

The UE transmits data using a newly added carrier, transmitted data correspond to a single transport block, PDSCH resources used by the UE are scheduled through the DCI Format 1A, a maximum or minimum index of PRBs of a scheduled PDSCH of the UE is \(n\), an index of a subframe occupied by the UE is \(m\), the C-RNTI or the UE ID is \(k\), and an offset parameter of a scheduled subframe of the UE is \(l\); if there are two antenna ports for selection, a DM-RS antenna port to be used by the UE is determined according to a constraint that \((n+m) \mod 2 = 0\) or \(1\); if there are four antenna port for selection, the DM-RS antenna port to be used by the UE is determined according to a constraint that \((n+m) \mod 4 = 1\), \(2\), \(3\) or \(4\). And the format of downlink control information is for example DCI Format 1A, however, newly added DCI Format 1E or DCI Format 1F is also applicable to the embodiment.

**Embodiment 16**

The UE transmits data using a newly added carrier, transmitted data correspond to a single transport block, PDSCH resources used by the UE are scheduled by the DCI Format 1A, the UE transmits data using a single DM-RS antenna port, a scheduled PDSCH of the UE consists of discrete PRBs in frequency domain; different from an existing resource assignment approach of DVRBs, when the PDSCH consists of discrete PRBs, in two slots of a same subframe, the PRBs correspond to same frequency domain positions, as shown in FIG. 3. And the format of downlink control information is for example DCI Format 1A, however, newly added DCI Format 1E or DCI Format 1F is also applicable to the embodiment.

**Embodiment 17**

The UE transmits data using a newly added carrier, transmitted data correspond to a single transport block, the UE transmits data using a fixed single DM-RS antenna port, if the data of UE is transmitted at a PDSCH on an antenna port 7, PDSCH resources used by the UE are scheduled through the DCI Format 1A, the value \(X\) takes by default \(x(0)\), and the SCID is selected dynamically through an L/DV/RB bit field in the DCI Format 1A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L/DV/RB bit field</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCID</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

or

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L/DV/RB bit field</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCID</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Herein an antenna port 7 is taken as an example, if other antenna ports are used, values can be obtained by analogy, and the SCID can take by default 1, the value of \(X\) and the value of SCID can also be correlated with each other:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L/DV/RB bit field</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCID</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

or

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L/DV/RB bit field</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCID</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If fixed two antenna ports are used to transmit data, optional combination of two antenna ports can be \{7, 8\}, \{7, 9\}, \{7, 10\}, \{8, 9\}, \{8, 10\} or \{9, 10\}, the SCID is selected dynamically through an L/DV/RB bit field in the DCI Format 1A; for the relation between the value of \(X\) and the value of SCID, the case in which a fixed single DM-RS antenna port is used can be referred to, and the format of downlink control
information is for example the DCI Format 1A, and newly added DCI Format 1E or DCI Format 1F is also applicable to the embodiment.

**Embodiment 19**

The UE transmits data using a newly added carrier, transmitted data correspond to a single transport block, PDSCH resources used by the UE are scheduled through the DCI Format 1A; if SCID takes by default 0, X takes by default x(0), a single antenna port is used to transmit data, and the antenna port is selected dynamically from {TP7, TP8} through an L/DVRRB bit in the DCI 1A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bit indicator corresponding to L/DVRRB bit field</th>
<th>Antenna port</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

or

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bit indicator corresponding to L/DVRRB bit field</th>
<th>Antenna port</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Herein antenna ports {7, 8} are taken as an example, one antenna port can be selected from {7, 9}, {7,10}, {8,9}, {8,10} or {9,10} as PDSCH transmission of the UE through an L/DVRRB bit field indicator in the DCI 1A; the SCID can take also by default 1, the value X can also take by default x(1), and the format of downlink control information is for example the DCI Format 1A, newly added DCI Format 1E or DCI Format 1F is also applicable to the embodiment.

**Embodiment 20**

The UE transmits data using a newly added carrier, transmitted data correspond to a single transport block, PDSCH resources used by the UE are scheduled through the DCI Format 1A, a single antenna port is used to transmit data; if SCID takes by default 0, X takes by default x(0), the single antenna port is selected dynamically from {7,8,9,10} through an L/DVRRB bit field and a newly added bit in the DCI 1A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L/DVRRB bit field + newly added bit</th>
<th>Antenna port</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above table shows correspondences between bit fields and antenna ports, other correspondences are also included in the embodiment, and the SCID can also take by default 1, and the value X can take by default x(1). And the format of downlink control information is for example DCI Format 1A, however, newly added DCI Format 1E or DCI Format 1F is also applicable to the embodiment.

**Embodiment 22**

The UE transmits data using a newly added carrier, transmitted data correspond to a single transport block, PDSCH resources used by the UE are scheduled through the DCI Format 1A, a single antenna port is used to transmit data, the antenna port, value of the SCID and value of X are indicated dynamically through 4 bits including the L/DVRRB bit field and newly added 3 bits in the DCI Format 1A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L/DVRRB bit field + newly added 3 bits</th>
<th>Antenna port</th>
<th>SCID</th>
<th>X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>000</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X(0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>001</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>010</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>X(0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>011</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>X(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>010</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X(0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>011</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>X(0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>X(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X(0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>X(0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>X(1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above table shows correspondences between bit fields, antenna ports, SCID and X, other correspondences are also included in the embodiment. And the format of downlink control information is for example DCI Format 1A, however, newly added DCI Format 1E or DCI Format 1F is also applicable to the embodiment.

**Embodiment 23**

The UE transmits data using a newly added carrier, transmitted data correspond to a single transport block, downlink data of the UE are desired to be retransmitted, PDSCH resources used by the retransmission are scheduled through the DCI Format 1A, a single antenna port is used to transmit data, the antenna port, value of the SCID and value of X are indicated dynamically through 4 bits including the L/DVRRB bit field in the DCI Format 1A and bits reserved in the MCS indicator field.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L/DVRRB bit field + MCS reserved bit</th>
<th>Antenna port</th>
<th>SCID</th>
<th>X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>000</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X(0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>001</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>010</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>X(0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above table shows correspondences between bit fields and antenna ports, other correspondences are also included in the embodiment, and the SCID can also take by default 1, and the value X can take by default x(1). And the format of downlink control information is for example DCI Format 1A, however, newly added DCI Format 1E or DCI Format 1F is also applicable to the embodiment.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L/DVLRB bit field + MCS reserved bit</th>
<th>Antenna port</th>
<th>SCID</th>
<th>X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0011</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>X(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0100</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X(0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0101</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0110</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>X(0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0111</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>X(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X(0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1001</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1010</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>X(0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1011</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>X(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X(0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1101</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1110</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>X(0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1111</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>X(1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above table shows correspondences between bit fields and antenna ports, other correspondences are also included in the embodiment. And the format of downlink control information is for example DCI Format 1A, however, newly added DCI Format 1E or DCI Format 1F is also applicable to the embodiment.

**Embodiment 24**

The UE transmits data using a newly added carrier, transmitted data correspond to a single transport block, PDSCH resources used by the UE are scheduled through the DCI Format 1A, X takes by default x(0), the SCID takes by default 0, data are transmitted through two antenna ports, and all antenna ports with odd sequential numbers or all antenna ports with even sequential numbers are selected dynamically from [TP7, TP8, TP9, TP10] through an L/DVLRB bit in the DCI Format 1A.

The above table shows correspondences between bit fields, SCID and X, other correspondences are also included in the embodiment. And the format of downlink control information is for example DCI Format 1A, however, newly added DCI Format 1E or DCI Format 1F is also applicable to the embodiment.

**Embodiment 25**

The UE transmits data using a newly added carrier, transmitted data correspond to a single transport block, PDSCH resources used by the UE are scheduled through the DCI Format 1A, fixed four antenna ports {7,8,9,10} are used to transmit data, and values of the SCID and X are indicated dynamically through an L/DVLRB bit and a newly added bit in the DCI Format 1A.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L/DVLRB bit field + newly added bit</th>
<th>SCID</th>
<th>X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X(0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>X(0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>X(1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above table shows correspondences between bit fields, SCID and X, other correspondences are also included in the embodiment. And the format of downlink control information is for example DCI Format 1A, however, newly added DCI Format 1E or DCI Format 1F is also applicable to the embodiment.

**Embodiment 26**

The UE transmits data using a newly added carrier, transmitted data correspond to a single transport block, PDSCH resources used by the UE are scheduled through the DCI Format 1A, fixed four antenna ports {7,8,9,10} are used to transmit data, and values of the SCID and X are indicated dynamically through an L/DVLRB bit in the DCI Format 1A and an MCS reserved bit.

The above table shows correspondences between bit fields, SCID and X, other correspondences are also included in the embodiment. And the format of downlink control information is for example DCI Format 1A, however, newly added DCI Format 1E or DCI Format 1F is also applicable to the embodiment.

**Embodiment 27**

The UE transmits data using a newly added carrier, transmitted data correspond to a single transport block, PDSCH resources used by the UE are scheduled through the DCI Format 1A, the base station configures, through higher layer RRC signaling, DM-RS antenna ports and SCID values when the UE performs PDSCH transmission, for example, the higher layer configures the UE to use a DM_RS antenna port 7 to perform PDSCH transmission, with SCID taking 1 and the value of X being correlated with that of the SCID, at the reception end, the UE demodulates the PDSCH according to the antenna ports, SCID and X values notified by the base station. Herein a DM-RS antenna port 7 is taken as an example, other DM-RS antenna ports are also included in the embodiment, and here the base station may configure, through RRC signaling, multiple DM-RS antenna ports to perform PDSCH transmission. And the format of downlink control information is for example DCI Format 1A, however, newly added DCI Format 1E or DCI Format 1F is also applicable to the embodiment.

**Embodiment 28**

The UE transmits data using a newly added carrier, transmitted data correspond to a single transport block, PDSCH resources used by the UE are scheduled through the DCI Format 1A, the resource assignment approach of the PDSCH is selected through an L/DVLRB bit in the DCI Format 1A, wherein a possible resource assignment approach of the PDSCH includes: the PDSCH is mapped to one or more continuous PRBs of a same subframe, as shown
in FIG. 4; or the PDSCH is mapped to multiple discrete PRBs, in two slots of a same subframe, the PRBs correspond to same frequency domain positions, and the PDSCH is based on a single antenna port transmission mode or a multi-antenna port transmission mode, as shown in FIG. 3. 

Based on the resource assignment approaches in FIG. 3 and FIG. 4, solutions for the selection of antenna parameters in corresponding PRBs include:

- same antenna parameters are configured for the PRBs, wherein the same antenna parameters are selected from specified antenna parameters or determined in an implication way;
- corresponding antenna parameters are configured independently for different PRBs, wherein the antenna parameters are selected from specified antenna parameters or determined in an implication way;
- corresponding antenna parameters are configured independently for different clusters, with different PRBs in one cluster configured with same antenna parameters, wherein the antenna parameters are selected from specified antenna parameters or determined in an implication way; and
- wherein the antenna parameters comprise a DM-RS antenna port, and an SCID and a scrambling code initialized value X desired when a DM-RS port sequence is initialized.

And the format of downlink control information is for example DCI Format 1A, however, newly added DCI Format 1E or DCI Format 1F is also applicable to the embodiment.

Embodiment 29

The UE transmits data using a newly added carrier, transmitted data correspond to a single transport block, PDSCH resources used by the UE are scheduled through the DCI Format 1A, the resource assignment approach of the PDSCH is selected through an L/DVSRB bit in the DCI Format 1A, wherein a possible resource assignment approach of the PDSCH includes: the PDSCH is mapped to one or more continuous PRBs of a subframe, as shown in FIG. 4; or the PDSCH is mapped to multiple discrete PRBs, in two slots of a same subframe, the PRBs correspond to same frequency domain positions, and assignment of the discrete PRB resources is limited to two clusters, i.e., two segments of Resource Blocks (RBs), with each cluster comprising one or more continuous RBGs, as shown in FIG. 5, assigned discrete PRB resources can be indicated through respective indication of a starting RBG and an ending RBG for the assigned two clusters, with each PRG including PRBs, wherein the value of P is a function of downlink system bandwidth N_{dl}^{DLC}.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Downlink system bandwidth N_{dl}^{DLC}</th>
<th>RBG Size(P)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>101-10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-26</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27-63</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64-110</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the resource assignment approaches in FIG. 3 and FIG. 4, solutions for the selection of antenna parameters in corresponding PRBs include:

- same antenna parameters are configured for the PRBs, wherein the same antenna parameters are selected from specified antenna parameters or determined in an implication way;
- corresponding antenna parameters are configured independently for different PRBs, wherein the antenna parameters are selected from specified antenna parameters or determined in an implication way.

Determined by a network side, transmission parameters of a Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH), according to a relevant transmission mode of a DM-RS and relevant information of a scheduled UE or according to the relevant information of the scheduled UE, wherein the transmission parameters include one or more of: a resource mapping approach of the PDSCH, a downlink DM-RS antenna port in use, and a Scrambling Code Identity (SCID) and a scrambling code initialized value X desired when a downlink DM-RS port sequence is initialized, wherein the scrambling initialized value X takes an integer between 0 and 503; and transmitting data, by the network side, according to the determined transmission parameters of the PDSCH, wherein the relevant information of the scheduled UE comprises one or more of: a DM-RS antenna port used by an enhanced Physical Downlink Control Channel (ePDCCH) to schedule the UE, a subframe type of subframes occupied by the UE, a subframe index of the subframes occupied by the UE, a cell ID of a cell where the UE is located, an index to scheduled PDSCH physical resource blocks (PRBs) of the UE, a Cell Radio Network Temporary Identifier (C-RNTI) assigned to the UE, an ID of the UE (UE ID) and a UE-specific offset parameter;

- wherein antenna parameters used by a PDSCH of the scheduled UE are implicitly determined using different types of subframes, the antenna parameters comprise a DM-RS antenna port, an SCID or a scrambling code initialized value X desired when a DM-RS port sequence is initialized, and the different types of subframes comprise one or more of: a subframe corresponding to a case in which a newly added TDD special subframe configuration uses a normal cyclic prefix; a subframe corresponding to a case in which the newly added TDD special subframe configuration uses an extended cyclic prefix, a subframe corresponding to configurations other than the newly added TDD special subframe configuration, an MBSFN subframe or an ordinary subframe;

or, wherein antenna parameters used by a PDSCH scheduled by DCI Format 1A are implicitly determined using antenna parameters corresponding to the ePDCCH.
when the UE is scheduled, the antenna parameters comprise a DM-RS antenna port, an SCID or a scrambling code initialized value X desired when a DM-RS port sequence is initialized.

2. The method according to claim 1, further comprising: notifying, by the network side, a terminal of the transmission parameters of the PDSCH, and/or determining, by the terminal, the transmission parameters of the PDSCH according to the relevant information of the scheduled UE; receiving, by the terminal, data according to the transmission parameters of the PDSCH notified by the network side and/or the transmission parameters of the PDSCH determined according to the relevant information of the scheduled UE; and

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the physical layer downlink control signaling comprises DCI Format 1A, and newly added DCI Format 1E and/or DCI Format 1F.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein when the DCI Format 1A is used, optimizing the transmission parameters of the PDSCH through a Localized/Distributed Virtual Resource Block (VRB) assignment indicator bit in the DCI Format 1A and/or an available Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) indicator bit.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the step of optimizing the transmission parameters of the PDSCH through a Localized/Distributed VRB assignment indicator bit in the DCI Format 1A and/or an available MCS indicator bit comprises at least one of:

- configuring same antenna parameters for the PRBs wherein the same antenna parameters are selected from specified antenna parameters or determined in an implication way;
- configuring independently corresponding antenna parameters for different PRBs wherein the antenna parameters are selected from specified antenna parameters or determined in an implication way;
- configuring independently corresponding antenna parameters for different clusters wherein the antenna parameters are selected from specified antenna parameters or determined in an implication way.

6. A physical downlink shared channel transmission system comprising a network equipment, wherein the network equipment is configured to determine transmission parameters of a Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH) according to a relevant transmission mode of a DM-RS and relevant information of a scheduled UE or according to the relevant information of the scheduled UE, and transmit data according to the determined transmission parameters of the PDSCH wherein the transmission parameters include one or more of: a resource mapping approach of the PDSCH, a downlink DM-RS antenna port in use, and a Scrambling Code Identity (SCID) and a scrambling code initialized value X desired when a downlink DM-RS port sequence is initialized, wherein the scrambling initialized value X is an integer between 0 and 503;
wherein the relevant information of the scheduled UE comprises one or more of: a DM-RS antenna port used by an enhanced Physical Downlink Control Channel (ePDCCH) to schedule the UE, a subframe type of subframes occupied by the UE, a subframe index of the subframes occupied by the UE, a cell ID of a cell where the UE is located, an index to scheduled PDSCH physical resource blocks (PRBs) of the UE, a Cell Radio Network Temporary Identifier (C-RNTI) assigned to the UE, an ID of the UE (UE ID) and a UE-specific offset parameter; wherein antenna parameters used by a PDSCH of the scheduled UE are implicitly determined according to different types of subframes, the antenna parameters comprise a DM-RS antenna port, an SCID or a scrambling code initialized value X desired when a DM-RS port sequence is initialized, and the different types of subframes comprise one or more of: a subframe corresponding to a case in which a newly added TDD special subframe configuration uses a normal cyclic prefix; a subframe corresponding to a case in which the newly added TDD special subframe configuration uses an extended cyclic prefix, a subframe corresponding to configurations other than the newly added TDD configuration, an MBSFN subframe or an ordinary subframe; or, wherein antenna parameters used by a PDSCH scheduled by DCI Format 1A are implicitly determined using antenna parameters corresponding to the ePDCCH when the UE is scheduled, the antenna parameters comprise a DM-RS antenna port, an SCID or a scrambling code initialized value X desired when a DM-RS port sequence is initialized.

11. The system according to claim 10, further comprising a terminal, wherein the network equipment is further configured to notify the terminal of the transmission parameters of the PDSCH, the terminal is configured to receive data according to the transmission parameters of the PDSCH notified by the network equipment and/or the transmission parameters of the PDSCH determined according to the relevant information of the scheduled UE; and wherein the network side notifying the terminal of the transmission parameters of the PDSCH comprises: the terminal is notified of the transmission parameters of the PDSCH through physical layer downlink control signaling information and/or higher layer signaling information.

12. The system according to claim 11, wherein the physical layer downlink control signaling comprises DCI Format 1A, and newly added DCI Format 1F; and/or DCI Format 1F.

13. The system according to claim 12, wherein when the DCI Format 1A is used, the transmission parameters of the PDSCH are optimized through a Localized/Distributed Virtual Resource Block (VRB) assignment indicator bit in the DCI Format 1A and/or an available Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) indicator bit.

14. The system according to claim 13, wherein the transmission parameters of the PDSCH are optimized through a Localized/Distributed VRB assignment indicator bit in the DCI Format 1A and/or an available MCS indicator bit comprises one or more of: when the SCID and the value X are default values, the DM-RS antenna port is indicated dynamically through the Localized/Distributed VRB assignment indicator bit in the DCI Format 1A;

when the DM-RS antenna port is a default one, the SCID and the value X when the antenna port is initialized are indicated dynamically through the Localized/Distributed VRB assignment indicator bit in the DCI Format 1A;

when a transmission block carried by the PDSCH is a retransmission block, at least one of the DM-RS antenna port, the SCID and the value X are indicated dynamically through the Localized/Distributed VRB assignment indicator bit in the DCI Format 1A and/or the available MCS indicator bit, with the rest being default values;

two DM-RS antenna ports are indicated through the Localized/Distributed VRB assignment indicator bit in the DCI Format 1A, wherein both of sequential numbers of two indicated antenna ports are odd numbers or even numbers, or the two indicated antenna ports are ports having a fixed sequential number; or

the resource mapping approach of the PDSCH is selected through the Localized/Distributed VRB assignment indicator bit in the DCI Format 1A.

15. The system according to claim 10, wherein the relevant transmission mode of the DM-RS comprises transmission mode 9 and/or transmission mode 10 and/or other more advanced versions of transmission modes that use the DM-RS as a basic demodulation reference signal.

16. The method according to claim 10, wherein the resource mapping approach of the PDSCH comprises: the PDSCH is mapped to one or more continuous PRBs of a same subframe; or the PDSCH is mapped to a plurality of discrete PRBs, and in two slots of a same subframe, the PRBs correspond to same frequency domain positions, and the PDSCH is based on a single antenna port transmission mode or a multi-antenna port transmission mode; or the PDSCH is mapped to discrete PRB resources, and in two slots of a same subframe, the PRBs correspond to same frequency domain positions, and assignment of the discrete PRB resources is limited to two clusters, i.e., two segments of Resource Blocks (RBs), with each cluster comprising one or more continuous Resource Block Groups (RBGs).

17. The system according to claim 10, wherein after the physical resource mapping of the PDSCH, selection of antenna parameters in assigned PRBs comprises at least one of:

same antenna parameters are configured for the PRBs, wherein the same antenna parameters are selected from specified antenna parameters or determined in an implication way;

corresponding antenna parameters are configured independently for different PRBs, wherein the antenna parameters are selected from specified antenna parameters or determined in an implication way;

corresponding antenna parameters are configured independently for different clusters, with different PRBs in one cluster configured with same antenna parameters, wherein the antenna parameters are selected from specified antenna parameters or determined in an implication way; and

wherein the antenna parameters comprise a DM-RS antenna port, and an SCID and a scrambling code initialized value X desired when a DM-RS port sequence is initialized.
18. The system according to claim 10, wherein the newly added TDD special subframe configuration comprises:
a newly added TDD special subframe configuration is 9, i.e., (DwPTS:GP:UpPTS) = (6:6:2), when a DwPTS of the TDD special subframe uses a normal cyclic prefix;
a newly added TDD special subframe configuration is 7, i.e., (DwPTS:GP:UpPTS) = (5:5:2), when the DwPTS of the TDD special subframe uses an extended cyclic prefix.